CRIMINAL JUSTICE

Introduction

During the Commission’s 2016 reporting year, Chinese government and Communist Party officials continued to abuse criminal law and police power to further their priorities in “maintaining social stability” and perpetuating one-party rule at the expense of individual freedoms. Representative examples discussed in this section include the criminal prosecution of Yang Maodong, better known as Guo Feixiong, who participated in peaceful rights advocacy and called for political reform; Tang Jingling, who promoted non-violent civil disobedience; and Zhang Haitao, who advocated for ethnic minority rights.

The Commission observed that many of the concerns raised by the UN Committee against Torture (Committee) during its November 2015 review of China’s compliance with the Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment also were raised by the Committee during its previous review of China in 2008. The Committee remained concerned about a wide range of issues, including the use of extralegal and extrajudicial detention, harassment of rights lawyers and advocates, restrictions on detainees’ access to legal counsel, and excessive time in detention for individuals held without formal charges. The Committee also expressed regret that the follow-up recommendations to the Chinese government identified in its 2008 concluding observations “have not yet been implemented.”

Ongoing Use of Arbitrary Detention

Extralegal and extrajudicial forms of detention that restrict a person’s liberty without judicial oversight violate Article 9 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and Article 9(1) of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR). Some commonly used forms of extralegal and extrajudicial detention in China include the following.

BLACK JAILS

“Black jails” are detention sites that operate outside of China’s judicial and administrative detention systems. After the Chinese government abolished the reeducation through labor (RTL) system in 2013, the Commission continued to observe Chinese authorities’ use of “black jails” to suppress individuals such as petitioners, rights advocates, and those resisting the government’s crackdown on Christianity. In one example, in March 2016, local police from Beijing municipality reportedly detained rights advocate Yin Huimin for seven days in a “black jail,” during which time an officer punched and repeatedly slapped her, breaking her ear drum and causing permanent deafness in one ear. The Commission further observed multiple reports of Chinese authorities detaining petitioners in “black jails” prior to and during the National People’s Congress and Chinese People’s Political Consultative Conference meetings in March 2016.

Local-level government and Communist Party officials reportedly used “legal education centers”—a type of “black jail”—to detain
individuals such as Falun Gong practitioners, in an effort to force them to renounce their beliefs,\(^{20}\) and petitioners, in order to prevent them from making complaints to the central government.\(^{21}\) [For more information on Falun Gong practitioners and petitioners, see Section II—Freedom of Religion and Section III—Access to Justice.] In one example, in October 2015, authorities in Jiansanjiang, Fujin city, Jiamusi municipality, Heilongjiang province, detained a farm worker in a legal education center that reportedly closed around April 2014.\(^{22}\) In addition, Shi Mengwen continued to serve a three-year prison sentence in Jiansanjiang in apparent connection with his advocacy—along with three other Falun Gong practitioners—for the release of Falun Gong practitioners who had been arbitrarily detained at the Jiansanjiang “legal education center.”\(^{23}\)

**PSYCHIATRIC INSTITUTIONS**

Chinese authorities continued to forcibly commit individuals to psychiatric facilities as a tool of political repression\(^{24}\) despite provisions in the PRC Mental Health Law aimed at protecting citizens from such abuse.\(^{25}\) Civil Rights & Livelihood Watch, a human rights monitoring group based in China, noted an increase in reporting of such forcible commitments in 2015, stating that the options available for government officials to restrict citizens’ liberty in the name of “maintaining social stability” became more limited after the 2013 abolition of the RTL system.\(^{26}\) [For more information on implementation of the PRC Mental Health Law, see Section II—Public Health.]

**CHINESE COMMUNIST PARTY DISCIPLINARY PROCESS (SHUANGGUI)**

Under an investigation process known as “double designation” (shuanggui), Party investigators may summon Party members\(^{27}\) to appear for interrogation at a designated time and place for alleged Party discipline violations.\(^{28}\) The shuanggui process is within the Party’s control and outside China’s legal system; it is a form of extralegal detention\(^{29}\) that contravenes rights guaranteed by the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the ICCPR.\(^{30}\) Investigators detain Party members for three to six months on average\(^{31}\) and generally do not notify the detainee’s family nor permit family visits or meetings with legal counsel.\(^{32}\) Investigators reportedly have employed torture and other coercive means to extract information and confessions during the investigation process.\(^{33}\) Human Rights Watch reported in February 2016 that prolonged solitary confinement, ill treatment, and threats against family members during shuanggui remained common.\(^{34}\) In February 2016, former Deputy Director of the National Energy Administration Xu Yongsheng retracted a confession he previously made while detained under shuanggui, asserting that investigators had tortured him while in custody.\(^{35}\)

**Criminal Law**

Some provisions in the Ninth Amendment to the PRC Criminal Law, which became effective on November 1, 2015,\(^{36}\) may have a negative impact on human rights practices in China\(^{37}\) in areas such as freedom of speech,\(^{38}\) freedom of the press,\(^{39}\) freedom of as-
assembly, freedom of religion, access to justice, and rights advocacy.

USE OF CRIMINAL LAW TO PROSECUTE RIGHTS ADVOCATES

In the past year, the Chinese government continued to use broadly defined crimes to punish rights advocates, petitioners, lawyers, and members of some ethnic minority groups.

- **Picking quarrels and provoking trouble.** This past year, authorities prosecuted rights advocates for “picking quarrels and provoking trouble” under Article 293 of the PRC Criminal Law. A U.S.-based legal scholar observed that the vagueness of this crime potentially allowed police “unlimited discretion to detain and arrest offenders for almost any action.” The Chinese government expressly expanded this provision to cover Internet activities in 2013 and has since used it to prosecute individuals for online speech. In December 2015, Chinese authorities convicted public interest lawyer Pu Zhiqiang on charges of “picking quarrels and provoking trouble” and “inciting ethnic hatred” in connection with his posting of several online messages critical of the Chinese government. Pu was disbarred following his conviction.

- **Gathering a crowd to disturb order in a public place.** The Chinese government applied Article 291 of the PRC Criminal Law under circumstances that could constitute a restriction on freedom of assembly. Article 291 provides for criminal sanctions—including imprisonment of up to five years—for the main organizer who gathers a crowd to disturb order in a public place. In November 2015, a court in Guangdong province sentenced rights advocate Yang Maodong, better known as Guo Feixiong, to six years’ imprisonment under both this provision and Article 293, reportedly in connection with his peaceful rights advocacy and calls for official transparency and political reform. As part of the same case, the court also sentenced Sun Desheng to two years and six months’ imprisonment under Article 291.

- **Organizing and using a cult to undermine implementation of the law.** The Commission observed that in the past year, Chinese authorities used Article 300 of the PRC Criminal Law to prosecute Buddhists, Christians, and Falun Gong practitioners, among others, under circumstances that could constitute a restriction on the freedom of religion under international law. The Ninth Amendment to the PRC Criminal Law added the possibility of life imprisonment to Article 300. [For more information on Chinese authorities’ treatment of religious groups, see Section II—Freedom of Religion.]

- **Endangering state security.** During this reporting year, the Chinese government used “endangering state security” charges in a crackdown against rights lawyers and advocates. Articles 102 to 112 of the PRC Criminal Law—listing offenses including “subversion of state power,” “separatism,” and “espionage”—are collectively referred to as crimes of “endangering state security” (ESS), some of which carry the death penalty. The U.S.-based human rights organization Dui Hua Foundation noted a significant drop in the number of ESS trials in
2015, which it attributed to the Chinese government’s use of non-ESS charges to prosecute political and religious activism.\textsuperscript{66} In January 2016, a court in Guangdong province convicted Tang Jingling,\textsuperscript{67} Yuan Chaoyang,\textsuperscript{68} and Wang Qingying\textsuperscript{69} of “inciting subversion of state power,” an ESS charge, in connection with their promotion of non-violent civil disobedience, sentencing them to prison terms ranging from two years and six months to five years.\textsuperscript{70} In the same month, a court in the Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region sentenced Zhang Haitao,\textsuperscript{71} an advocate for ethnic minority rights, to 19 years’ imprisonment on ESS charges.\textsuperscript{72} In addition, as of July 2016, authorities filed ESS charges against at least 16 rights lawyers and advocates who were detained or disappeared in connection with the crackdown that began in and around July 2015.\textsuperscript{73} [For more information about the 2015 crackdown on human rights lawyers and advocates, see Section III—Access to Justice.]

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|p{\textwidth}|}
\hline
**UN Committee against Torture’s Review of China’s Compliance With the Convention against Torture** \\
\hline
On November 17 and 18, 2015, the UN Committee against Torture (Committee) held sessions in Geneva, Switzerland, to assess China’s compliance with the Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (Convention against Torture).\textsuperscript{74} In response to Committee members’ questions, the Chinese delegation claimed that “[t]here were no cases of political imprisonment” and that “interrogation chairs were used to prevent detainees from escaping, attacking others or self-harming and were padded for comfort and safety.”\textsuperscript{75} Recent reports from international human rights organizations referred to these chairs as “tiger chairs” and detailed their use as torture devices.\textsuperscript{76}

In its concluding observations, the Committee noted certain positive developments in the Chinese government’s efforts to reform the criminal justice system, including the recognition of the infliction of mental suffering as a form of torture and the 2013 abolition of the reeducation through labor system.\textsuperscript{77} The Committee, however, censured the Chinese government, noting that “the practice of torture and ill-treatment is still deeply entrenched in the criminal justice system . . . .”\textsuperscript{78} Specific concerns included that the definition of torture under Chinese law did not conform to that of the Convention against Torture\textsuperscript{79} and that Chinese authorities used broadly defined charges against rights advocates and religious practitioners and subjected them to ill-treatment, torture,\textsuperscript{80} “black jails,” and other forms of administrative detention without accountability.\textsuperscript{81} The Committee further criticized China for failing to provide disaggregated information about torture, criminal justice, and related issues by invoking state secrets provisions.\textsuperscript{82} Among its recommendations, the Committee called on China to repeal provisions of the PRC Criminal Procedure Law that allow de facto incommunicado detention known as “residential surveillance at a designated location.”\textsuperscript{83}

\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}
UN Committee against Torture's Review of China's Compliance With the Convention against Torture—Continued

The Chinese government reportedly barred at least seven rights advocates from exiting China to prevent them from attending the review. The Chinese government also reportedly denied citizens' disclosure requests for information omitted from China's written report to the Committee, including details of cases where the government had awarded compensation to victims of torture and coerced confession, the punishment that the perpetrators received, and the charges for which they were prosecuted.

Ongoing Challenges in the Implementation of the Criminal Procedure Law

COERCED CONFESSIONS

Despite legislative and regulatory enactments by the Chinese government to prevent coerced confession, the problem continued during the reporting year. A November 2015 Amnesty International report noted that the extraction of confessions through torture remained widespread in pre-trial detention, especially in cases that the government considered to be politically sensitive.

The 2012 amendment to the PRC Criminal Procedure Law (CPL) provided for the exclusion of evidence obtained through illegal means such as torture, force, or threat, and required audiovisual recording of the interrogation process in serious cases involving life imprisonment or the death penalty. In September 2015, the Ministry of Public Security (MPS) announced that the implementation of the audiovisual recording system, as prescribed by the CPL, was still in progress and that it planned eventually to expand the scope of the system to cover all criminal cases. In March 2016, the MPS issued disciplinary rules to hold police officers accountable for misconduct and subject them to criminal, administrative, and disciplinary sanctions, including for obtaining confessions by torturing detainees and retaliating against whistleblowers or complainants.

Chinese and international rights organizations expressed concerns about the implementation and effectiveness of existing preventive measures, as did a member of the Chinese People's Political Consultative Conference (CPPCC). Lawyer and CPPCC delegate Shi Jie observed that written interrogation notes sometimes were inconsistent with or even contradicted audiovisual recordings. Shi suggested that the National People's Congress specify, through legislation or judicial interpretation, that defense lawyers have the right to copy the recording of the entire interrogation session, whether or not the procuratorate decides to transfer it to the court. A U.S.-based legal expert observed that “recording interrogations [was] not significantly changing the culture of extreme reliance on confessions as the primary form of evidence in criminal cases.” Human Rights Watch also questioned the effectiveness of the supervisory mechanism.
TELEVISED CONFESSIONS

The Chinese government’s practice of broadcasting on television prerecorded “confessions” in high-profile cases continued during the past reporting year. Examples of individuals subjected to televised “confessions” included the cofounder of a legal advocacy NGO, rights lawyers, media professionals, booksellers, and other individuals. Such practices contravened international human rights standards, including the right to a fair trial and due process, the presumption of innocence, and the right against self-incrimination. The international NGO Chinese Human Rights Defenders noted that “when suspects are held incommunicado, without access to lawyers, and ‘confess’ on TV—a cruel and degrading humiliation in itself—it is impossible to verify if they have confessed willingly or have been tortured, threatened, or intimidated.” Zhu Zhengfu, a CPPCC member and Deputy Director of the All China Lawyers Association, reportedly said that televised confessions worked against the principle of the presumption of innocence. A senior judge in Henan province reportedly echoed this opinion, noting, “Outside of a court, no one has the right to decide whether someone is guilty of a crime.”

RESIDENTIAL SURVEILLANCE AT A DESIGNATED LOCATION

Under Article 73 of the PRC Criminal Procedure Law, authorities can enforce a form of coercive detention known as “residential surveillance at a designated location” to detain a person at an undisclosed location for up to six months for cases involving “endangering state security” (ESS), terrorism, and serious bribery. An international human rights group questioned the legality of “residential surveillance at a designated location” and noted that the six-month period far exceeded the 30-day time limit for police to submit an arrest request to the procuratorate in cases where individuals were held at a detention center.

The UN Committee against Torture criticized this coercive measure because it “may amount to incommunicado detention in secret places, putting detainees at a high risk of torture or ill-treatment.” In December 2015, with the stated goal of supervising the enforcement of “residential surveillance at a designated location,” the Supreme People’s Procuratorate issued provisions requiring procuratorate officials to issue an “opinion to correct” upon discovering noncompliant or unlawful conduct such as corporal punishment and torture committed by officials carrying out the coercive measure. A lawyer based in Shanghai municipality, however, questioned the effectiveness of the provisions because they did not provide for any penalty. Two China-based legal scholars also cautioned that since “residential surveillance at a designated location” is enforced outside a detention center, the lack of effective supervision could lead to illegal evidence gathering.

Access to Counsel

In the past year, the Chinese government denied access to legal counsel to some individuals detained in politically sensitive cases. Individuals charged with ESS crimes—which the government often used against rights advocates—continued to face difficulty in
meeting with their lawyers. Article 33 of the PRC Lawyers Law as amended in 2012 deprives detainees of the right to meet with their lawyers in ESS, terrorism, and serious bribery cases (“three categories of cases,” or sanlei anjian) unless an application for that purpose has been approved by the agency investigating the case. The CPL, however, does not provide for a specific timeframe within which authorities must decide on such an application. Authorities reportedly obstructed or denied access to counsel for those detained during a major crackdown on rights lawyers and advocates that began in and around July 2015 and in other cases involving rights advocacy.

After the 2012 amendment of the CPL, some lawyers reported that defendants had improved access to legal counsel, even though lawyers continued to experience difficulties in meeting with their clients, for reasons including the following: insufficient numbers of lawyer meeting rooms in detention facilities; authorities’ invocation of the “three categories of cases” to deny a detainee access to counsel irrespective of the actual charge; authorities’ detention of individuals under “residential surveillance at a designated location” instead of at a detention center; and authorities’ refusal to allow lawyer-client meetings without prior permission.

### Torture and Abuse in Custody

During this reporting year, authorities at detention facilities continued to abuse detainees. For example, in November 2015, Zhang Liiumao, founder of a literary magazine, died in a detention center in Guangzhou municipality, Guangdong province, after authorities had detained him for about two months on suspicion of “picking quarrels and provoking trouble.” A lawyer who viewed Zhang’s body observed evidence of physical abuse, but procuratorate officials denied the family’s demand for a copy of the full autopsy report.

In April 2016, the sister of imprisoned rights advocate Yang Maodong, better known as Guo Feixiong, requested that prison officials provide Guo with medical examination and treatment for his deteriorating health, which included intermittent bloody diarrhea and bleeding in his mouth and pharynx. In May, officials in charge of Guo’s custody forced Guo to have a rectal examination, which officials reportedly filmed and threatened to post online.

In May 2016, Lei Yang, an environmentalist and new father, died shortly after police officers in Beijing municipality placed him in custody. In June, Beijing procuratorial officials approved the arrest of two of the officers involved on the charge of “dereliction of duty.” Authorities reportedly censored a news article about Lei’s family accusing the police officers of causing Lei’s death by intentional infliction of injury.

In August 2016, family members of detained lawyer Xie Yang issued a statement saying that in August 2015, officials reportedly beat Xie unconscious after Xie was tortured and called out for help from a window of the holding place where “residential surveillance at a designated location” was enforced. In July 2016, officials at the Changsha Municipal No. 2 PSB Detention Center reportedly held Xie in a cell with a death row inmate who attacked Xie with handcuffs, causing serious injuries.
Wrongful Conviction

In March 2016, the Supreme People’s Court (SPC) and the Supreme People’s Procuratorate (SPP) reported continuing to make efforts to prevent wrongful convictions, and courts in Jilin, Zhejiang, and Yunnan provinces overturned convictions in some cases involving torture allegations. Nevertheless, reports of coerced confessions continued to surface this past year. In June 2016, the SPP released a guiding case in which a local procuratorate did not approve the arrest of a murder suspect when it determined that authorities had illegally obtained the suspect’s confession and that other evidence was insufficient to establish criminal conduct. In March 2016, a procuratorate in Guizhou province agreed to investigate the 2003 murder convictions of two individuals who alleged that they were tortured during the police investigation, but the court that rendered the guilty verdict declined the procuratorate’s request to retrieve the case materials for review.

The Chinese government and Communist Party previously have called for an end to the use of quotas for arrests, indictments, guilty verdicts, and case conclusions in performance evaluations. Depending on the implementation of such a plan, this change could reduce pressure on police to extract confessions and on courts to issue guilty verdicts. In February 2016, state-funded newspaper Beijing Times published a commentary in which the author anticipated that this change would result in an increase in not-guilty verdicts. According to the SPC work report released in March 2016, the not-guilty verdict rate for 2015 was 0.084 percent, representing an increase from 0.066 percent for 2014, but below 0.10 and 1.02 percent for 2010 and 2000, respectively. Chinese news agency Caixin reported that more than half of the 26 annual work reports published by provincial-level high courts in 2016 continued to list statistical data of these quotas as performance indicators.

Death Penalty

The Ninth Amendment to the PRC Criminal Law removed the death penalty from 9 non-violent crimes, leaving 46 crimes that still carried the death penalty. While two UN special rapporteurs welcomed this move, one human rights group viewed it as a modest improvement, and another questioned its practical impact on reducing the number of executions. Despite the trend of a reduction in the number of executions in China—from an estimated 12,000 in 2002 to 2,400 in 2013—the number of executions reportedly remained high relative to other countries. In April 2016, Amnesty International estimated that the number of executions in China in 2015 was still in the thousands, exceeding the number for all other countries combined.

WITHHOLDING OF STATISTICS RELATED TO THE DEATH PENALTY

The Chinese government continued to withhold statistical data on executions and treat the data as a state secret. In its review of China’s compliance with the Convention against Torture, the UN Committee against Torture requested that the Chinese gov-
ernment provide information on the number of executions carried out. In its response to the Committee, China merged the statistical data on the death penalty with other criminal sentences, rather than providing disaggregated data on executions alone.

JUDICIAL REVIEW OF DEATH PENALTY CASES

Some scholars expressed concerns about the death penalty review process, specifically its lack of clear legal standards, transparency, and adequate procedures to ensure meaningful participation by legal counsel. At a criminal law forum in October 2015, Zhou Guangquan, a Tsinghua University law professor and a member of the National People's Congress Legal Affairs Committee, called on the SPC to promulgate death penalty sentencing guidelines and to disclose statistical data on death penalty reviews.

The U.S.-based human rights organization Dui Hua Foundation examined 525 death penalty review decisions issued between April 2011 and November 2015 and inferred from these decisions that, in determining whether to approve a death sentence, the SPC considered several mitigating factors, including remorse, good behavior, severity of the crime, and the defendant’s economic situation and role in the crime. The Dui Hua Foundation did not cite and the Commission did not observe any published legal standards governing death penalty review.

Although the SPC in 2013 promulgated a general rule requiring courts to post judgments online, an SPC official explained that the SPC would publish only selected death penalty review decisions. The Dui Hua Foundation reported an inconsistency between the 2-percent reversal rate based on the cases it examined and the figure provided by a former SPC judge, which was around 10 percent in 2014. The Dui Hua Foundation further noted that the SPC published a small fraction of the death penalty review decisions.

ORGAN HARVESTING

Huang Jiefu, a senior Chinese health official, announced in late 2014 that harvesting organs from executed prisoners would completely cease on January 1, 2015, but he later characterized death row prisoners as citizens who were eligible to give consent to organ donation. In November 2015, Huang again affirmed the ban on harvesting organs from executed prisoners but when asked, did not deny that the practice continued. In June 2016, the U.S. House of Representatives passed a resolution expressing concerns about organ harvesting in China and noting that Huang's 2014 announcement did not directly address organ harvesting from “prisoners of conscience.” Ahead of an August 2016 global conference on transplantation, its organizer, the Transplantation Society, rejected 10 out of 28 clinical papers submitted from China for presentation at the conference because of concerns over the sources of the transplanted organs discussed in these papers.

According to Chinese doctors interviewed by the New York Times, the Communist Party called for Party members to donate organs and bring media attention to organ donation, which reportedly resulted in an increase in donations. China Daily, a state-
run media outlet, reported a 60-fold increase in voluntary organ donations between 2010 and 2014.\textsuperscript{183} According to a state-funded news outlet, as of July 2016, the number of patients waiting for organ transplantation (approximately 300,000) remained significantly higher than those who actually received it (approximately 10,000).\textsuperscript{184}
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